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Abstract

ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Polypeptide Materials with Engineered Functionalities

by

Graciela Emma Negri Jimenez
Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry
University of California, Los Angeles, 2017
Professor Timothy J. Deming, Chair

Polypeptide materials were developed to address a variety of biomedical applications,
including tissue engineering and drug delivery. This work was focused on increasing the pool of
amino acid monomers to further the functionality and manipulation of polypeptide materials.
This dissertation describes the development of polypeptide materials with stimuli-responsive
behaviors and new functionality.
A boronic acid-functionalized polypeptide-PEG copolymer was synthesized. This
copolymer demonstrated the ability to reversibly bind to glycosylated enzymes; formed stable
complexes at pH 7.4, and dissociated at pH 5.0, the pH of a lysosomal compartment. This
complexation was specific to glycosylated enzymes and the boronic acid functionality used.
These results suggest potential application of these copolymers in enzyme replacement therapies.
A new L-lysine based a-amino acid N-carboxyanhydride (NCA) monomer was
synthesized in order to prepare photodegradable polypeptide hydrogels. The lysine derivative
ii

was caged using a UV-labile protecting group. Hydrogels were assembled using this residue as
the hydrophobic block. Material properties could be adjusted by variation of hydrophobic block
length and composition, as well as polymer concentration in water. These parameters were also
used to tune the degradation profile of these hydrogels upon exposure to 365 nm light. Loading
of dyes into these networks followed by irradiation demonstrated the ability for these gels to
encapsulate and facilitate the triggered release of therapeutics.
Finally, polysulfonium-based polypeptide hydrogels were synthesized, assembled and
characterized using unnatural amino acid NCA monomers. Creation of these new materials relied
on application of previously reported post-polymerization thioether alkylation methodology from
the Deming lab to new building blocks. The resulting polymers were found to tolerate a range of
functionality without loss of hydrogel properties. While hydrophobic block length and polymer
concentration were used to tune gel properties, the choice of alkylating agent was also
responsible for changing gel stiffness. Use of mixtures of different alkylating agents led to
further fine adjustment of materials properties. The incorporation of azide groups was also
tolerated by the scaffolds, and this functionality was used for subsequent click chemistry to
demonstrate the retention of gel properties even after further functionalization. This methodology
has implications for the incorporation of fluorescent labels or cell attachment-promoting ligands.
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Chapter 1: Polypeptide Materials for Biomedical Applications
1.1 Polymer Materials for Biomedical Applications
Polymeric materials have been extensively studied for biomedical and pharmaceutical
applications including tissue engineering1-4, drug delivery3,5-7, and medical device technologies
for several decades6,8. The wide range of potential polymer compositions gives rise to various
structures and properties, allowing for tunability of materials to specific applications.9 All
biomaterials must meet certain criteria for successful in vivo use. This can be a complicated task
since many polymer-host interactions are not well understood.9 The nanometer scale of many of
these materials means they can readily interact with biological systems; surface and bulk
properties need to be considered.7,9
One crucial requirement is biocompatibility8,10; the polymer must be well-tolerated by the
host environment and generate minimal immune response. Several characteristics have been
studied, including molecular weight, surface charge, and hydrophobicity, among others.
Mixtures of different chain lengths in a sample can also affect the biocompatibility of the
material. For this reason, the molecular weight distribution, as estimated by its dispersity (Đ),
should be narrow.9 This will be heavily determined by the polymerization technique or natural
source.10 What constitutes biocompatibility will also depend on the expected application. If a
polymer material is expected to participate in blood circulation, non-specific protein adsorption
should be prevented. For those applications not involving contact with blood, tissue
compatibility is the most important parameter.9
Biodegradability is another characteristic that is favorable for materials used in vivo.6,10
This ensures that the material can be metabolized or eliminated from the body and is not retained
past the target application. Furthermore, any degradation products should also be nontoxic.
1

Many of the factors which influence biocompatibility also play a part in the degradation of a
material. Degradation can occur by several methods, such as enzymatically or chemically. For
this reason, biomaterials are often designed with labile bonds including the linkages found in
poly(esters) and poly(amides).10 Degradability requires careful control since the material must be
stable enough to carry out its intended function.1
Both natural and synthetic polymers, or a combination of both, can be used for
biomaterials.7,9 Naturally-occurring polymers encompass proteins (e.g. collagen, albumin) and
polysaccharides (e.g. dextran, chitosan, hyaluronic acid).7 Many of these are readily available
and typically provide good biocompatibility. While these characteristics are favorable, the
structural complexity of such polymers inhibits facile modification and purification.9 Batch-tobatch variation during production is also problematic. Collagen has been extensively studied and
applied to many systems due to its biocompatibility, mechanical strength and enzymatic
degradability. Some collagen-based materials have demonstrated moderate immune response
which is dependent on the source and processing of the collagen used. Additionally, collagen can
be very expensive with high degrees of variation in physiochemical properties.10 These issues
can be avoided by using synthetic polymers instead.
Synthetic polymers have a wider range of compositions in which various properties can
be readily controlled, although they generally lack innate biocompatibility.8,9 This lack of
biocompatibility has been addressed by such materials as poly(ethylene glycol) and poly(lactoco-glycolic) acid.3,5 Synthetic polymers can be more easily modified than natural polymers, and
chemistries to expand the scope of facile functionalization has yielded various ‘click’ type
reactions to introduce more functionality.9,11
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The intended application will determine the material morphology. These morphologies
include, but are not limited to, micelles, hydrogels, liposomes, and dendrimers.2,7 Their different
properties, such as size, shape, mechanical properties and porosity, make them favorable for
different applications. Hydrogel systems provide water-permeable three-dimensional
networks.3,4 They can be designed to mimic the physical properties of soft biological tissues.
This makes them ideal for tissue engineering4, as well as localized, sustained release of
therapeutics11. Alternatively, the delivery of drugs5, nucleic acids6 and proteins in vivo is plagued
by solubility problems, rapid renal clearance, and enzymatic degradation. Nanocarriers,
including micelles, vesicles and solid nanoparticles are commonly employed to overcome these
challenges.5

1.2 Polypeptide Synthesis
Proteins are naturally occurring in all biological systems. These materials are amino acid
polymers that have the ability to fold and self-assemble into complex structures. In nature, this
ability is determined by a precisely controlled sequence of amino acid constituents and gives
polypeptides a unique advantage in materials applications. Furthermore, the polyamide
backbone shared by all polypeptides and proteins allows for biodegradability by endogenous
proteases.12
Synthetic routes to homopolypeptides have been known for decades. With improved
methods of polymerization, block copolymers have also been prepared. Block systems
circumvent the synthetic complexity of natural amino acid sequences while maintaining some
of the structural and functional characteristics of proteins.12 Designed solubility differences
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between the block segments in aqueous media results in microphase separation, allowing the
formation of micelles, vesicles, emulsions, coacervates and hydrogels.
To synthesize these block copolymers, solid-phase peptide synthesis or ring-opening
polymerization (ROP) of amino acid N-carboxyanhydrides (NCAs) can be employed (Figure
1.1).12 The former allows for greater sequence control, but is not practical for large polymers
due to the incidence of sequence defects, high costs, and low atom efficiency.13,14 NCA
polymerization allows for the synthesis of high molecular weight polymers with simpler
reagents. Additionally, fewer deprotection steps are required and the syntheses are more
scalable.14
O
O

n
O

O

NH

H
N

initiator
R

R

n

Figure 1.1 Scheme for ROP of amino acid NCAs to synthesize polypeptides.

Early studies on NCA polymerization focused on the synthesis of homopolymers, random
copolymers and graft copolymers.12 These materials lacked sequence control and demonstrated
high polydispersities. This was a result of lack of control during polymerization and the
presence of side reactions. More recently, controlled polymerization techniques have been
reported which allow the synthesis of well-defined polypeptides.
Conventional polymerization of NCAs is achieved through the ring-opening of NCA
monomers (Figure 1.1).15 These reactions are typically initiated with nucleophiles and bases
such as primary amines, tertiary amines and alkoxides. Primary amines provide relatively slow
polymerization reactions with well-understood mechanisms.15 This process releases carbon
dioxide and leaves an exposed primary amine as the active species to propagate the
4

polymerization. Each NCA polymerization requires optimized conditions due to side reactions
and the varying properties of individual NCAs. Tertiary amines and alkoxides, which tend to
be more basic than nucleophilic, can prepare high molecular weight polymers in cases where
primary amines fail. While these reactions are typically faster, the mechanism is less
understood. NCA polymerization occurs by two likely pathways: “amine” and “activated
monomer” mechanisms. The amine mechanism consists of nucleophilic ring-opening of the
NCA to release carbon dioxide and subsequent regeneration of a primary amine at the chainend (Figure 1.2). This amine serves as the active species and chain growth continues in a linear
fashion if side reactions are absent.
O
O
R'-NH 2

+ O

NH
R

O
R'

N
H

O

H
N
R

R'

OH
O

-CO 2

N
H

O
NH 2 n NCA
R

R'

N
H

H
N
R

n

H

+ n CO 2

Figure 1.2 Proposed mechanism for amine-initiated polymerization of NCAs.
In the activated monomer mechanism, deprotonation of the NCA occurs, making it a
nucleophile which then initiates chain growth. This mechanism can also occur during “amine”
chain growth, leading to the lack of control mentioned previously. The choice of initiator used
does not correlate to the reactivity of the growing polymer chain; once the initiator reacts with
the first NCA, it is no longer involved in the reaction. Other side reactions that can occur are
promoted by impurities in the NCA monomers, which are sensitive to moisture, nucleophiles
and bases, making their purification difficult.16 While often crystalline, trace amounts of acid
or isocyanates can quench propagating chains. Polymerizations using primary amines under
some conditions, such as high vacuum17 and low temperature18 have shown characteristics of
living polymerizations with low polydispersities and controlled molecular weights.
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In 2007, Cheng and coworkers developed the controlled polymerization of NCAs using
hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) as the initiator.19 This method allowed the synthesis of
polypeptides with low molecular weight distributions and excellent control over molecular
weights. Additionally, block copolypeptides can be achieved. The mechanism of these
polymerizations proceeds differently from the amine and activated monomer processes and has
similarities to the group-transfer polymerization of acrylates. Mechanistic studies indicate the
silylamine transfers a trimethylsilyl (TMS) group to a carbonyl of the NCA as the NCA is
opened by attack of the TMS-amine to yield a TMS-carbamate. Propagation continues by the
transfer of the TMS group from the terminal TMS-carbamate to the incoming NCA monomer,
forming a new TMS-carbamate terminal propagating group. These organosilicon amines
demonstrate lower reactivity and can be problematic when polymerizing less-reactive monomers.
They also require vacuum to actively remove carbon dioxide to drive the equilibrium towards
ring-opening polymerization.16
More rapid and controlled polymerization of NCAs was obtained by use of transition
metal complexes, specifically zero valent nickel and cobalt initiators.20,21 These living
polymerizations were developed by Deming and have been used with a variety of NCAs for the
synthesis of both homopolymer and block copolymers. Mechanistic studies suggest that the
metal complexes react to form metallacyclic complexes by oxidative addition across the
anhydride bonds (Figure 1.3).15,20 This step is followed by the addition of a second NCA to
form a six-membered amido-alkyl metallacycle. Contraction of this intermediate to a fivemembered amido-amidate is achieved upon reaction with additional NCA monomers. This
amido-amidate species serves as the active polymerization intermediate. Propagation continues
through nucleophilic attack of another NCA by the amido-amidate, resulting in a larger
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metallacycle. Elimination of CO2 leads to contraction and proton transfer allows migration of
the metal complex to the chain end. This method allows the synthesis of high molecular weight
polymers with narrow polydispersities. A wide range of NCA monomers can be used, both as
pure enantiomers or racemic mixtures.15,21
O
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O
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R
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R
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R
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R
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R
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N
H
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R
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N H
R
O
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migration

R
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O
N
M(L)n

R

n NCA

O
N
H

O

n CO 2

H
N

Polymer

R

n

Figure 1.3 Proposed mechanism for transition metal-initiated polymerization of NCAs.

1.3 Adding Functionality to Polypeptides
While the pool of naturally-occurring amino acids is vast (Figure 1.4), further
functionality may be desired for specific applications. Introducing functionality to polypeptides
is achieved by either the functional monomer approach or through post-polymerization
modification.22 The functional monomer approach requires the synthesis of an NCA monomer
with the desired functionality, while post-polymerization modification circumvents tedious NCA
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synthesis and purification, but requires optimization to ensure complete conjugation efficiency of
the desired functionality to the polymer.
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Figure 1.4 List of the 20 standard amino acids grouped by side chain functionality.
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The functional monomer route allows modified NCA monomers to be polymerized. This
ensures that the desired functional residues are completely incorporated at desired locations in
the polymer. This is preferable to post-polymerization modification in which steric hindrance
and inefficiency can prevent full functionalization.22 Furthermore, multiple types of
functionalized NCAs can be easily incorporated into a single chain. The great disadvantage is the
need for complex synthesis and purification of more complex functional NCAs. Additionally,
some desired side-chain functionality is not well-tolerated during monomer synthesis or
polymerization.23
Post-polymerization modification uses relatively simple monomers, avoids involved
monomer synthesis and circumvents polymerization issues. A single monomer can also be
modified using different groups to attain a number of different functionalities, instead of
requiring a different monomer for each desired derivative. Quantitative functionalization can be
achieved with high-efficiency functionalization reactions which are being increasingly
developed. One drawback is that these reactions tend to be carried out using solvents in which
polypeptides demonstrate low solubility, making optimization to achieve full functionalization
tedious.22

1.4 Block Copolypeptide Materials
Simple diblock copolypeptides have been used to develop several different types of
materials for a range of potential biomedical applications: hydrogels23-27, emulsions28,
micelles29 and vesicles30,31 (Figure 1.5). Amphiphilicity and secondary structure can be
imparted by the choice of NCA monomers used to synthesize the copolymer.32 Hydrophobic
interactions assist in the self-assembly of the copolypeptides in aqueous media, along with
9

hydrogen bonding, π-stacking and van der Waals forces.16 The relative size and chain
conformations of the constituent blocks are major factors in determining the material
morphology.

Micelle

Vesicle

Hydrogel

Figure 1.5 Schematic of example diblock copolypeptide self-assemblies: micelles, vesicles, and
hydrogels.
Diblock copolypeptides with long hydrophilic chains and short a-helical hydrophobic
blocks tend to support hydrogel formation.32 Such hydrogels have been employed for use in
drug delivery and soft tissue engineering. They provide permeable, well-hydrated structures
that can mimic extracellular matrices. The Deming lab has developed hydrogels made from
amphiphilic block copolypeptides that can be prepared with a high degree of control over gel
strength and porosity.24,26,33,34 These materials are easily injected for application in tissues, and
they have demonstrated low cytotoxicity in the central nervous system and controlled release
of encapsulated therapeutics.33,34 These delivery systems rely on diffusion for degradation and
release of cargo. While hydrogel degradation is promoted by cellular uptake, endogenous
proteases and dilution of the copolymers, release rates are highly dependent on the nature of
the copolymer and the specific drug.
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1.5 Stimuli Responsive Polypeptide Materials
More recent investigation into polypeptide materials has focused on the introduction of
stimuli-responsive components.16,35 These components are engineered to respond to either
external or internal biological cues. These stimuli include redox conditions, pH, temperature,
electrical and optical stimuli.16,35 These polymers are designed such that their chemical or
physical structure can undergo rapid rearrangement and provide new properties or functions.
There are several examples of polypeptides that exhibit these abilities without necessary
derivatization; Poly(L-lysine), poly(L-glutamate) and poly(L-histidine) are examples of pHresponsive systems due to facile protonation and deprotonation of their side-chain functional
groups.16,35
PEGylation of amino acid NCAs has led to the explosion of thermo-responsive
materials.24,25,36 The oligo(ethylene glycol) (OEG) side chains provide changes in solubility and
helicity upon heating, giving samples with lower critical solution temperature transitions in
water, which can be manipulated by variation of the OEG length. Glutamate24,25, homocysteine40,
and cysteine36 based OEG polypeptides have been developed with this functionality.
Oxidation-sensitive materials can respond to endogenous redox conditions. L-Cysteine
residues are known to form disulfide linkages which provide reversible crosslinking for such
applications as strengthening a micelle core. The sulfur in glycosylated cysteines37 and
poly(thioether)s, including poly(L-methionine)31,38,39 and poly(L-homocysteine)40, can be
oxidized and then reduced, resulting in conformation and solubility changes.
Other means and applications of stimuli-responsive polymer materials will be discussed
in succeeding chapters.
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Chapter 2: Protein Complexation and pH Dependent Release Using Boronic Acid
Containing PEG-Polypeptide Copolymers
Adapted from: Negri, G.E; Deming T.J. Macromolecular Bioscience 2017, 17, 1600136. With
permission granted from John Wiley and Sons.
2.1 Abstract
A new poly(L-lysine)-b-poly(ethylene glycol) copolymer was prepared in which the
amine groups of the lysine residues were modified to contain ortho-amine substituted
phenylboronic acid. With this modification, these polymers exhibited pH-responsive
carbohydrate-binding behavior. For this reason, these block copolymers were used to form
nanoscale complexes with glycosylated proteins which remained stable at physiological pH, but
dissociated and released the bound glycoprotein under mildly acidic conditions similar to that
found in endosomal and lysosomal compartments. These results suggest that this ortho-amino
phenylboronic acid functionalized polymer is promising for further development as a degradable
carrier for intracellular glycoprotein delivery.
2.2 Introduction
Delivery of therapeutics in vivo, such as for enzyme-based therapies, typically requires a
carrier in order to reduce immune response and renal clearance, as well as direct site-specific
delivery.1 Stimuli-responsive carriers, including those which respond to pH changes or redox
conditions, are especially of use as they can effect release of cargo upon cellular uptake.2 For
these reasons, the reversible and pH responsive diol-binding characteristics of phenylboronic
acid (PBA) groups have been used in such applications proposed for delivery of glycosylated
therapeutics.3 Recent efforts in this area have focused on PBA groups that have been modified
with tethered OH and NR2 groups4, which adjust the properties of the diol-PBA complexes so
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that they have increased stability around neutral pH, yet can release their cargos at more acidic
pH as found in endosomal and/or lysosomal compartments.
Although some PBA-containing polypeptides have been reported for development as
therapeutic carriers, these have primarily utilized simple PBA groups, which form only weak
complexes with carbohydrate diol groups at physiological pH.5 Here, we have prepared new
poly(L-lysine)-b-poly(ethylene glycol), K8PEG44, copolypeptides, where the side-chain amine
groups of lysine residues have been modified to contain ortho-substituted amine PBA, i.e. Wulfftype phenylboronic acid (WBA)6, groups (KWBA8PEG44, 1, Figure 2.1) to improve their pH
responsive diol binding properties.4a,7 These block copolymers were found to form nanoscale
complexes with glycosylated proteins that were stable at physiological pH, and were found to
dissociate and release the glycoproteins in acidic conditions (pH 5.0), similar to those found in
endosomal and lysosomal compartments.
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Figure 2.1 Synthesis of KWPBA8PEG44, 1.
Previously, polypeptides modified with PBA groups have been prepared mainly via
amide linkages between para- and meta-substituted PBAs and the side-chain functional groups
of lysine, glutamic acid, and aspartic acid.5 These functional polypeptides, pioneered by
Shinkai5a,b, were studied for their carbohydrate binding abilities and nanoparticle formation upon
complexation with diol-containing, as well as thermo-responsive or oppositely charged,
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polymers. A drawback of these systems is the low stability of the PBA-diol complexes at
physiological pH, due to the high pKa of PBA groups, which prohibits stable complex formation
using PBA-diol binding alone.7 It has been shown that substitution of the phenyl ring of PBAs
can be used to reduce the pKa of these groups7, which increases the stability of their diolcomplexes at physiological pH, and allows for complex dissociation at pH 5 to 6 that is desirable
for endosomal or lysosomal release within cells.
Examples of such polymer side-chain modifications include meta-nitro-PBAs8,
benzoboroxoles4b-d, and WBAs (ortho-amino-PBAs)4a,7, which have been studied in a number of
carrier designs. A potential limitation of some of these systems is their use of fully nondegradable polymers4a-c, which may limit any future development for in vivo human applications.
Here, we sought to incorporate WBA functional groups into degradable polypeptide segments to
improve their characteristics for development as carriers for endosomal/lysosomal delivery of
protein therapeutics. Since WBA functionalization of polypeptides had not been previously
reported, we developed methods to incorporate this functionality in a straightforward manner
(Figure 2.1), and also sought to compare the properties of the resulting polymers to the more
widely studied PBA analog. To encourage robust protein complexation, high densities of WBA
or PBA groups on the polypeptide segments were desired.

2.3 Results and Discussion
In initial studies, we attempted to prepare conjugates of either meta-nitro-PBAs or WBAs
to the side-chain amine groups in poly(L-lysine). At high degrees of functionalization, the metanitro-PBA modified poly(L-lysine) samples possessed minimal water solubility, and the WBA
modified poly(L-lysine) samples only possessed reasonable water solubility at short chain
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lengths. Based on these results, we designed and prepared block copolymer 1, which contains a 2
kDa PEG segment attached to a short, WBA functionalized, oligo(L-lysine) segment (Figure
2.1). The PEG segments were used as biocompatible, non-interacting, water solubilizing chains
to limit aggregation of WBA-diol complexes.2 To prepare the WBA conjugates, ortho-formylPBA was attached to lysine side-chains via reductive amination5c,7c,14, which directly introduced
the ancillary ortho-aminomethyl functionality, characteristic of WBAs, into the PBA groups.
Previous studies have shown that the secondary aminomethyl-WBA groups, as used here, behave
similarly to tertiary aminomethyl-WBA groups that are also of interest.7 The resulting WBAcontaining copolymer 1 was found to be water soluble over a range in pH from 3.0 to 9.0, and
was thus suitable for diol-binding studies. We also prepared the para-amide linked PBA analog
of 1, (KPBA8PEG44, 2, Figure 2.2) for use as a control polymer in complexation experiments.
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Figure 2.2 Synthesis of KPBA8PEG44 control copolymer 2.
To verify that copolymer 1 is capable of binding specifically to diol groups, we
performed initial complexation studies using Alizarin Red S (ARS). Since its optical properties
change upon complexation of its catechol group to aryl boronic acids, ARS has been used to
detect binding of PBAs to diols via UV/Vis or fluorescence spectroscopy.12 When 1 was added
to ARS in aqueous solution, a color change from red to yellow-orange was observed.
Fluorimetry was used to further probe the specificity of the interaction between ARS and 1
(Figure 2.3). To an aqueous solution of ARS (0.1 mM) and 1 (1.0 mM) at pH 7.4 was added
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increasing amounts of catechol (0 to 100 mM, Figure 2.3), which was used to compete with ARS
for complexation with 1. The fluorescence of the ARS-1 complex decreased with increasing
catechol concentration, as would be expected for conversion of ARS-1 into catechol-1
complexes in the presence of excess catechol (Figure 2.3). These studies confirmed that
copolymer 1 was capable of reversibly binding diol-containing molecules.
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Figure 2.3 Fluorescence intensity of ARS (0.1 mM) alone, and ARS combined with 1 (1.0 mM)
and increasing concentrations of catechol (0-100 mM) in 100 mM pH 7.4 HEPES buffer.
Excitation at 480 nm.
To evaluate the ability of copolymer 1 to form complexes with a glycosylated protein,
our initial studies utilized horseradish peroxidase (HRP), a readily available, glycosylated
enzyme with a total carbohydrate content of 18 to 22%.15 Complex formation between HRP and
1 was studied by dynamic light scattering (DLS) analysis of mixtures of 1 and HRP (ca. 10
boronic acid groups per monosaccharide) in aqueous buffers ranging from pH 7.4 to pH 5.0
(Figure 2.4). DLS analysis showed that 1 and HRP, separately in solution, did not show any
aggregation behavior in the range of pH studied. When solutions of 1 and HRP were mixed, their
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aggregation into complexes of ca. 25 to 65 nm average diameter was found to occur at both pH
7.4 and pH 6.5. At pH 5.0, no aggregation was seen in mixtures of 1 and HRP, showing that
complexation between 1 and HRP is pH-dependent and that no complexation occurs at this pH
(Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4 DLS analysis of 1 (0.1 mg/mL, u), horseradish peroxidase (HRP, 0.1 mg/mL, o),
and mixtures of 1 and HRP ([1] = 0.025 mg/mL,10 eq boronic acid per monosaccharide, l) in
buffers (125 mM) of different pH. A) pH 7.4 HEPES. B) pH 6.5 MES. C) pH 5.0 citrate.
The complexes between 1 and HRP at pH 6.5 and 7.4 were stable over time in buffer (48
hours, 22 ºC), and possessed average diameters that would be desirable for bloodstream
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circulation and passive targeting via the enhanced permeation and retention (EPR) effect.16 To
determine if the HRP complexed with 1 remained in active form, an assay using the chromogenic
HRP substrate 2-2’-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) diammonium salt (ABTS)
was conducted and showed that complexed HRP did not lose activity relative to free HRP
(Figure 2.5).13
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Figure 2.5 Normalized absorbance (l = 405 nm) of oxidized ABTS (8.7 mM) formed by
incubation of ABTS with either free HRP ([HRP] = 0.033 units/mL, o), the complex of 1 and
HRP (10 eq boronic acid per monosaccharide, [HRP] = 0.033 units/mL, u), or without HRP
(▲). Conditions for all studies: [H2O2] = 0.01 wt%, pH 7.4 HEPES (125 mM), T = 25 °C.
As an additional control to confirm that aggregation of 1 with HRP involved
glycosylation sites on HRP, we also studied the ability of copolymer 1 to form complexes with a
non-glycosylated protein, bovine serum albumin (BSA). At pH 7.4, no complex aggregates were
observed by DLS to form between 1 and BSA (Figure 2.6a), which suggests that the presence of
surface carbohydrates on a protein are necessary for strong complexation with 1 under these
conditions. To confirm that pH responsive complexation of HRP with 1 is due to its WBA
groups, we also studied the ability of PBA containing copolymer 2 to form complexes with HRP.
Copolymer 2 was found by DLS analysis to be unable to form complex aggregates with HRP
even at pH 7.4, which is likely due to the high pKa of the PBA groups (Figure 2.6b).7 These
control experiments show that complexes of 1 and HRP do not denature the enzyme, are likely
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due to complex formation between WBA and surface carbohydrate groups, and that the structure
of the WBA group greatly enhances complex stability at physiological pH, and allows for HRP
release at pH 5.0.
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Figure 2.6 DLS analysis of control complexation experiments using a non-glycosylated protein,
bovine serum albumin (BSA), or the PBA based copolymer 2. A) 1 (0.1 mg/mL, u), BSA (0.05
mg/mL, o) and mixture of 1 and BSA at the same mass ratio used for HRP ([1] = 0.0125
mg/mL, l). B) 2 (0.033 mg/mL) (u), HRP (0.1 mg/mL) (o) and mixture of 2 and HRP ([2] =
0.025 mg/mL, 10 eq boronic acid per monosaccharide, l).
To show the results obtained above for 1 and HRP are not specific to that protein, and
also show an example with therapeutic potential, we studied the ability of copolymer 1 to form
complexes with alpha-L-iduronidase (IDUA), a glycosylated enzyme used for enzyme
replacement therapy for the treatment of mucopolysaccharidosis I.17 Complex formation between
IDUA and 1 was studied using DLS analysis of mixtures of 1 and IDUA (ca. 10 boronic acid
groups per monosaccharide) in aqueous buffers ranging from pH 7.4 to pH 5.0 (Figure 2.7).
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Similar to results seen with HRP, DLS analysis showed that 1 and IDUA, separately in solution,
did not show any aggregation behavior in the range of pH studied. When solutions of 1 and
IDUA were mixed, their aggregation into complexes of ca. 50 to 125 nm average diameter was
found to occur at both pH 7.4 and pH 6.5. At pH 5.0, no aggregation was seen in mixtures of 1
and IDUA, showing that complexation between 1 and IDUA is pH-dependent and that no
complexation occurs at this pH (Figure 2.7). These results are similar to those obtained using
HRP, and suggest that copolymer 1 has potential for pH dependent complex assembly with a
variety of different glycosylated proteins.
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Figure 2.7 DLS analysis of 1 (0.1 mg/mL, u), alpha-L-iduronidase (IDUA, 0.1 mg/mL, o), and
mixtures of 1 and IDUA ([1] = 0.025 mg/mL, 10 eq boronic acid per monosaccharide, l) in
buffers (125 mM) of different pH. A) pH 7.4 HEPES. B) pH 6.5 MES. C) pH 5.0 citrate.

2.4 Conclusion
We have described the synthesis of a new WBA functionalized polypeptide-PEG
copolymer, 1. While traditional PBA functionalized polypeptides and copolymers have been
prepared in the past4,5, 1 displays the ability to bind strongly to catechols and glycosylated
proteins at physiological pH. The structural features of the WBA groups also allow for pHdependent complexation of glycosylated enzymes. The nanoscale dimensions of the complexes,
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and the physiological relevance of the pH transition between complexed and non-complexed
proteins, suggest 1 is suitable for further development as a carrier for intracellular delivery of
glycosylated enzymes.

2.5 Experimental
2.5.1 Materials and Methods
Unless otherwise stated, copolymer functionalization reactions were performed in glass vials,
under ambient pressure. Room temperature reactions were performed at ca. 22 °C. Hexanes and
THF were deoxygenated by sparging with N2, then dried by passing through alumina columns.
Commercial anhydrous DMF was used as received. All other solvents were used as received
from Fisher Scientific. Alizarin Red S, horseradish peroxidase, bovine serum albumin, and
ABTS were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Alpha-L-iduronidase was provided by the laboratory
of Dr. Patricia Dickson (LA Biomed). 2-formylphenylboronic acid and 4-carboxyphenylboronic
acid were purchased from Combi-Blocks Inc. (San Diego, CA). N-Carboxybenzyl-L-lysine-Ncarboxyanhydride (Cbz-Lys NCA) was prepared by a previously reported procedure.9
Isocyanate-terminated, 2000 kDa poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG44-NCO) was prepared by a
previously reported procedure.10 Dialysis was performed using deionized water (18.2 MΩ-cm)
prepared by passing in-house deionized water through a Millipore Milli-Q Biocel A10 unit.
Regenerated cellulose dialysis tubing was from Spectrum Labs (Rancho Dominguez, CA). In all
other experiments, in-house deionized water was used. NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker
AV400 instrument with chemical shifts reported relative to the solvent signal. Dynamic light
scattering was conducted with a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS model Zen 3600 (Malvern
Instruments Inc., Westborough, MA). Fluorimetry was conducted on a QuantaMaster 40
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Spectrofluorometer (Photon Technology International Inc., Birmingham, NJ). UV/Vis
spectroscopy was conducted using an Agilent/HP diode-array 8453 UV-Visible
spectrophotometer.

2.5.2 Experimental Procedures

Poly(L-lysine hydrochloride)8-b-poly(ethylene glycol)44, K8PEG44. This copolymer was
prepared by a procedure similar to methods previously reported.9 In a N2 filled glove box, CbzLys NCA (570 mg, 1.9 mmol) was dissolved in anhydrous DMF (50 mg/mL). To the stirred
solution was added (PMe3)4Co (67 µL of a 50 mg/mL solution in 1:1 DMF/THF) via syringe.
After 2 h an aliquot (20 µL) was removed for analysis by FTIR, which confirmed that all of the
NCA had been consumed. To the reaction mixture was then added PEG44-NCO (480 mg, 2.6 eq.
per Co). The mixture was stirred for an additional 16 h and then removed from the glove box.
The majority of the solvent was removed under reduced pressure, and the polymer was then
precipitated by addition of water (15 mL) to the concentrated solution (ca. 4 mL) followed by
additional washing with water (3 x 15 mL), then was lyophilized to dryness. The crude polymer
product (ca. 1.9 mmol lysine residues) was dissolved in TFA (25 mL), and the mixture cooled in
an ice bath. To this solution was added 33% HBr/AcOH (1.7 mL, 9.2 mmol) and the reaction
was stirred for 5 h, followed by solvent removal using rotary evaporation. The product was
transferred into 2000 Da MWCO dialysis tubing and dialyzed against 3 mM HCl(aq) for 24 h,
followed by Milli-Q water for 48 h with changes of dialysate (4 times daily). The product was
isolated by lyophilization to yield a white powder (380 mg, 85% yield). Poly(L-lysine) segment
length was determined by comparing 1H NMR integrations of the 3.03 ppm resonance from
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lysine residues (-CH2NH2) to the 3.73-3.80 ppm resonances from PEG repeats (-CH2CH2O-).
1

H NMR (400 MHz, D2O, 25 °C): δ 4.34 (t, 1H), 3.73-3.80 (m, 176H), 3.40 (s, 3H), 3.03 (t, 2H),

1.40-1.81 (m, 6H).

Poly(Ne-(2-boronobenzyl)-L-lysine)8-b-poly(ethylene glycol)44, KWBA8PEG44 (1). K8PEG44
(15 mg, 0.030 mmol lysine residues) and 2-formylphenylboronic acid (6.0 mg, 0.036 mmol)
were mixed in a round bottom flask and dissolved in MeOH (0.5 mL). To this solution was
added triethylamine (42 µL, 0.30 mmol) and MgSO4 (ca. 3-5 mg). The reaction was stirred for
16 h at room temperature under N2, sodium borohydride (2 mg, 0.061 mmol) was then added,
and the reaction was stirred for another 24 h. The solution was transferred into 2000 Da MWCO
dialysis tubing and dialyzed against 3 mM HCl(aq) for 24 h, followed by Milli-Q water for 48 h
with changes of dialysate (4 times daily). The product was isolated by lyophilization to yield a
white powder (19 mg, 92% yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C): δ 8.33 (d, 1H), 8.25 (d,
1H), 8.12 (d, 1H), 7.89 (d, 1H), 2.97 (s, 2H), 2.90 (s, 2H).

4-Carboxyphenylboronic acid succinimidyl ester. Prepared using a previously reported
procedure.11 4-Carboxyphenylboronic acid (250 mg, 1.5 mmol) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (210
mg, 1.8 mmol) were mixed in a round bottom flask and dissolved in DMF (15 mL). To the
resulting solution was added EDC-HCl (410 mg, 2.1 mmol). The reaction was stirred for 24 h at
room temperature under N2. The solution was diluted with water (30 mL) and the product was
extracted with EtOAc (3 times 20 mL). The organic layer was washed with water, then brine,
and then dried over MgSO4. The filtered solution was then concentrated and the product
crystallized under vacuum overnight (330 mg, 83% yield). The product was used without further
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purification. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C): δ 7.38 (s, 1H), 6.75-7.17 (m, 3H), 3.92 (t, 1H),
3.26-3.68 (m, 181H), 2.44 (t, 2H), 1.10-1.78 (m, 6H).

Poly(Ne-(4-boronobenzoyl)-L-lysine)8-b-poly(ethylene glycol)44, KPBA8PEG44 (2). K8PEG44
(8.0 mg, 0.019 mmol lysine residues) was dispersed in MeOH in a round bottom flask and 4carboxyphenylboronic acid succinimidyl ester (26 mg, 5 eq. per lysine residue) was added. To
this mixture was added triethylamine (14 µL) and the reaction was stirred for 16 h at room
temperature. The solution was transferred into 2000 Da MWCO dialysis tubing and dialyzed
against 3 mM HCl(aq) for 24 h, followed by Milli-Q water for 24 h with changes of dialysate (4
times daily). The product was isolated by lyophilization to yield a white powder (7.4 mg, 73%).
1

H NMR (400 MHz, D2O w/ NaOD, 25 °C): δ 7.29-7.51 (br s, 4H), 4.00 (t, 1H), 3.26-3.60 (m,

179H), 3.13 (t, 2H), 1.10-1.78 (m, 6H).

Alizarin Red S (ARS) Fluorescence Assay. ARS displays a significant shift in wavelength and
intensity of visible light absorption upon complexation with aromatic boronic acids.12 Copolymer
1 was combined with ARS in 100 mM pH 7.4 HEPES buffer at final concentrations of 1.0 mM
(1) and 0.1 mM (ARS). These solutions were prepared in the presence of varying concentrations
of catechol (0 to 100 mM) to compete with ARS for complexation of boronic acid groups in 1.
Fluorescence emission spectra for the different mixtures were collected upon excitation at 480
nm.

Characterization of Copolymer-Protein Assembly. Complexation between boronic acidcontaining copolymers (1 or 2) and proteins (HRP, BSA, or IDUA) was detected using dynamic
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light scattering. All precursor solutions, buffers and Milli Q water were first passed through 0.2
µm pore size Whatman Nucleopore Track-etched polycarbonate membranes to remove
extraneous dust prior to mixing. Samples were prepared in disposable microcuvettes at final
volumes of 450 µL. Microcuvettes were rinsed three times with filtered Milli Q water, then
ethanol, and dried upside down to prevent contamination by dust. Copolymer and protein
solutions were initially analyzed separately to confirm minimal self-aggregation, as
demonstrated by total scattering intensities below 100 kcps, in 125 mM pH 7.4 HEPES, pH 6.5
HEPES, and pH 5.0 citrate buffers. Initial analyses were carried out at the following
concentrations: 1, HRP and IDUA at 0.10 mg/mL, and BSA at 0.050 mg/mL and 2 at 0.033
mg/mL due to aggregation seen in these samples at higher concentrations. For preparation of
sample mixtures, stock solutions of polymers and proteins were prepared at 0.2 mg/mL then
combined at a ca. 10 to 1 ratio of boronic acid to monosaccharide groups, to yield samples with
final polymer concentrations of 0.025 mg/mL. Due to the tendency of BSA to aggregate in
buffer, the 10 to 1 mixtures were performed to yield samples for this protein with final polymer
concentrations of 0.0125 mg/mL. Since BSA is non-glycosylated, a mass ratio of copolymer to
protein similar to that for HRP analysis was used. Complexation was confirmed by observation
of scattering intensities above 150 kcps and a shift in the number distribution to larger diameters.
Number distributions were used to enable better visualization of data for non-aggregating
molecules.

HRP Activity Assay using ABTS. 2-2’-Azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid)
diammonium salt (ABTS) was used as a colorimetric probe to assay peroxidase activity of
HRP.13 The activity of free HRP was analyzed by preparing the enzyme-ABTS solution with
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final concentrations of 0.033 units/mL (HRP) and 8.7 mM (ABTS), in 125 mM pH 7.4 HEPES
buffer. Upon addition of 0.30% w/w hydrogen peroxide in water (0.10 mL, final conc. 0.01%
w/w), UV-vis spectra were collected every 10 s for a total time of 120 s. To test the activity of
HRP when complexed with 1, the copolymer solution was added to the HRP-ABTS solution as
described above for HRP (final copolymer concentration: 0.0022 mg/mL). ABTS incubated with
H2O2 final conc. (0.01% w/w) but without HRP was found to show no significant changes in
absorbance over time. The absorbance data at 405 nm were normalized by setting absorbance to
zero at the beginning of each experiment. All data were collected at 25 °C.
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Chapter 3: Triggered Copolypeptide Hydrogel Degradation Using Photolabile
Lysine Protecting Groups
Adapted from: Negri, G.E; Deming T.J. ACS Macro Lett. 2016, 5, 1253 -1256. permission
granted from American Chemical Society.

3.1 Abstract
We have prepared a new L-lysine based N-carboxyanhydride monomer containing a
photolabile o-nitrobenzyloxycarbonyl (oNB) protecting group. This monomer was used to
prepare poly(L-lysine)-block-poly(oNB-L-lysine) block copolypeptides that formed hydrogels
with tunable physical properties and the ability to be degraded by UV irradiation. In these
materials, the oNB-lysine residues were found to be excellent surrogates for the hydrophobic
residues typically used to form block copolypeptide hydrogels, thus adding functionality without
adversely altering self-assembly characteristics. Upon irradiation, full cleavage of the oNB
groups was observed, resulting in dissolution of the product, poly(L-lysine), and complete
hydrogel disruption. When dye molecules were entrapped in the hydrogels, photolysis resulted in
release and mixing of these molecules with surrounding media.
3.2 Introduction
Hydrogels possess many useful properties and have considerable potential for use in
biology and medicine, including for the delivery of molecules and cells, and as structural
scaffolds.1-3 There has been much recent interest in tuning hydrogel physical properties using
external stimuli, i.e. temperature, redox, and light,4,5 with particular attention to photoresponsive
hydrogels since the input light can be highly selective, spatially localized, and minimally
disruptive to cells and tissues.6 In this area, polypeptide-based photoresponsive materials are
attractive due to their relevance to biology and medicine.4,5 Here, we describe a new L-lysine
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based N-carboxyanhydride monomer containing a photolabile o-nitrobenzyloxycarbonyl
protecting group (oNB-Lys NCA). This monomer was used to prepare diblock copolypeptides
designed to form hydrogels with tunable physical properties (Figure 3.1). Upon UV irradiation,
full cleavage of the oNB groups resulted in complete hydrogel disruption and release and mixing
of entrapped molecules with surrounding media. This photoswitchable solubility makes oNBLys NCA useful for preparation of self-assembled, photoresponsive polypeptide materials.
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Figure 3.1 Synthesis of photodegradable, hydrogel forming KmKoNBn diblock copolypeptides.
Photodegradable hydrogels have been prepared using a variety of chemistries, and
involve the light induced manipulation of either chemical or physical crosslinks.6-10 There are
also many examples where photoresponsive groups have been attached to polypeptides in order
to alter material properties upon irradiation. Many early studies focused on altering polypeptide
chain conformations by attaching groups whose polarity can be switched by light.11 Recent work
has focused on using similar conjugation of photoresponsive groups in polypeptides to obtain
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photoswitchable assemblies.12 Post-polymerization conjugation of photoactive groups to
polypeptide segments in block copolymers has been used by many groups to create micelles that
can either photodegrade or photocrosslink.13,14 Preparation of NCA monomers containing
photoresponsive side-chain modifications has also been explored.
While preparation of functional NCAs requires more synthetic effort up front, the ability
to precisely incorporate these functional residues in a controlled polymerization provides
advantages for preparation of well-defined materials.15 L-Glutamate NCAs containing either 4,5dimethoxy-2-nitrobenzyl16 or cinnamyl17 photoresponsive groups, and o-nitrobenzyl-L-cysteine
NCA18 have been prepared and were used to prepare block copolymer micelles or vesicles that
could be either crosslinked or disrupted by light. To obtain photocrosslinked polypeptide
hydrogels, Yamamoto prepared 7-coumaryloxyacetyl-L-lysine NCA and copolymerized it with
benzyloxycarbonyl-L-lysine NCA (Cbz-Lys NCA) to give statistical copolypeptides of different
compositions.19 Selective deprotection of the Cbz-L-lysine residues gave water soluble (Llysine)-(7-coumaryloxyacetyl-L-lysine) copolymers that were photo-crosslinked to obtain
covalently crosslinked hydrogels.
Here, we sought to prepare physically crosslinked hydrogels that could undergo
photodegradation as a means to potentially effect triggered release of entrapped molecules. Our
design was based on our family of diblock copolypeptide hydrogels (DCH) composed of Llysine and L-leucine segments, e.g. poly(L-lysine)180-block-poly(L-leucine)20, K180L20.20 We
have previously shown that these physical hydrogels are injectable for minimally invasive
application, can entrap and passively release both protein and small molecule cargos, and can
form deposits and are well tolerated in central nervous system tissues in vivo in mice.21-24 To
create photodegradable DCH, we envisioned replacement of hydrophobic leucine residues with
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lysine residues containing photolabile protecting groups, where the protected residues would be
hydrophobic to promote gelation, and once deprotected the lysine residues would become
hydrophilic, resulting in dissolution (Figure 3.1).
Since our aim was to prepare block copolypeptides, we chose to use a photoreactive
NCA, as opposed to post-polymerization modification, to obtain discrete copolymer segments
via living copolymerization. Lysine was chosen as the photoresponsive residue since, once
deprotected, the resulting poly(L-lysine) would be expected to have good water solubility.
Glutamate and cysteine based monomers, as described above, were not utilized since anionic
poly(L-glutamate) produced after photolysis could complex with the cationic poly(L-lysine)
chains of DCH, and poly(L-cysteine) chains are known to exhibit poor water solubility.25 Since
Yamamoto’s coumarin functionalized lysine NCA undergoes crosslinking reactions and not
deprotection upon irradiation, it was also not suitable for our purpose. Hence, we prepared a new
L-lysine based NCA monomer containing the photolabile oNB protecting group (oNB-Lys
NCA) (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2 Synthesis of oNB-Lys NCA monomer. Reaction conditions: (a) 15% phosgene in
toluene, THF, RT, 16h (100% yield); (b) 1. K2CO3, THF/H2O (83% yield), 2. i. TFA, DCM, ii.
HCl(anh), ether (99% yield); (c) 15% phosgene in toluene, THF (81% yield).

3.3 Results and Discussion
o-Nitrobenzyloxycarbonyl-L-lysine amino acid was prepared according to known
procedures26,27 and then converted to the target NCA using phosgene. The oNB-Lys NCA was
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purified and obtained in satisfactory yields of greater than 80%. Since initiation of oNB-Lys
NCA polymerizations using Co(PMe3)4 in THF led to polymer precipitation and side reactions
with the oNB groups, we tested the ability of this monomer to prepare well-defined
copolypeptides in a chain-extension experiment. An active segment (degree of polymerization =
60) of poly(Cbz-L-lysine) was prepared from Cbz-Lys NCA and Co(PMe3)4 in THF (Figure
3.1).28 To aliquots of these active chains were added different quantities of oNB-Lys NCA to
prepare poly(Cbz-L-lysine)-block-poly(oNB-L-lysine) copolypeptides. All of these
copolymerizations went to completion of monomer consumption and gave copolypeptides in
greater than 95% isolated yield. Lengths of poly(oNB-L-lysine) segments were obtained by
comparison of 1H NMR integrations for oNB-L-lysine and Cbz-L-lysine residues, and showed
excellent agreement with monomer to initiator feed stoichiometry (Table 3.1). GPC analysis of
the initial poly(Cbz-L-lysine) segment and block copolypeptides also showed the copolymers
were well-defined with narrow chain length distributions (Table 3.1).

DP (Cbz-Lys)a
Equiv. oNB-Lysb
DP (oNB-Lys)c Mw/Mnd Yield (%)e
60
20
19
1.14
96%
60
40
41
1.13
99%
60
60
59
1.11
97%
60
80
82
1.08
96%
60
100
97
1.19
98%
Table 3.1 Block copolymerization test study using Cbz-Lys NCA and oNB-Lys NCA. a DP
(degree of polymerization) of initial poly(Cbz-Lys), KCbz, segment, determined by end-group
analysis using 1H NMR.1 b Number of equivalents (equiv.) of oNB-Lys NCA added per each
initial KCbz segment. c DP of poly(oNB-Lys), KoNB, segment, determined by comparison of the
integrals of 1H NMR resonances of KCbz (7.31 ppm –C6H5) and KoNB (8.14 ppm -C6H4NO2)
residues. d Polydispersity index (Mw/Mn) as determined by GPC/LS analysis. e Total isolated
yields of purified diblock copolypeptides.
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Having verified that oNB-Lys NCA was of sufficient purity and suitable for preparation
of well-defined block copolypeptides, we prepared a series of poly(Cbz-L-lysine)180-blockpoly(oNB-L-lysine)n, KCbz180KoNBn, samples, where x = 20, 30 and 40, designed to mimic known
DCH compositions (Figure 3.1).20 To form intermediate DCH compositions, we also prepared
another series of copolypeptides that contained equimolar L-leucine and oNB-L-lysine
statistically copolymerized as the hydrophobic segment, i.e. poly(Cbz-L-lysine)180-blockpoly(oNB-L-lysine0.5-stat-L-leucine0.5)n, KCbz180(KoNB/L)n, x = 20 and 30 (Figure 3.3). Selective
deprotection of the Cbz-L-lysine residues in all samples was then accomplished with 33%
HBr/HOAc in TFA using optimized reaction conditions (Table 3.2). Characterization of the
copolypeptides showed that all samples were obtained in high yields, had compositions within
1.5 mol% of target values, and narrow chain length distributions (Table 3.3).
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Figure 3.3 Synthesis of Km(KoNB/L)n diblock copolypeptides with hydrophobic segments
containing statistical equimolar L-leucine and oNB-L-lysine residues.
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H
N
0.5 n

Equiv.
Reaction
% oNB-Lys
% Cbz-Lys
a
b
HBr/AcOH
Time (h)
deprotection
deprotectionb
A
3
1
0
100
B
5
1
0
100
C
1.5
2.5
0
66
D
3
2.5
0
100
E
5
2.5
1
100
Cbz
Table 3.2 Variation of conditions for selective deprotection of K residues in the presence of
KoNB residues using KCbz60KoNB60. a Equivalents of 33% HBr/AcOH per KCbz residue. All
copolymer samples dissolved at 50 mg/mL in TFA. b Percent deprotection was determined by 1H
NMR. Condition A was chosen as a suitable deprotection method, and was subsequently used for
all KCbzmKoNBn and KCbzm(KoNB/L)n copolypeptides, with the exception that some deprotection
reactions were allowed to proceed for 1.25 h.
Condition

Sample
DP (KCbz)a
Mw/Mnb
Compositiond Yield (%)e
K180KoNB20
180
1.11
K180KoNB22
87
oNB
oNB
K180K 30
182
1.13
K182K 28
96
oNB
c
oNB
K180K 40
180
N/A
K180K 37
92
oNB
oNB
K180(K /L)20
178
1.21
K178(K /L)19
94
oNB
oNB
K180(K /L)30
179
1.15
K179(K /L)28
89
a
Table 3.3 Copolymerization data for diblock copolypeptide synthesis. DP (degree of
polymerization) of initial KCbz segment, determined by end-group analysis using 1H NMR.29 b
Polydispersity index of deprotected and purified block copolypeptides as determined by
GPC/LS. c Insoluble in GPC solvent (HFiP). d Relative amino acid compositions of block
copolypeptides determined by 1H NMR integrations. e Total isolated yields of deprotected and
purified block copolypeptides.
All deprotected K180KoNBn and K180(KoNB/L)n copolypeptides were found to form
transparent hydrogels in Milli-Q water over a range of concentrations (Figure 3.4, Tables 3.4 and
3.5). K180KoNB40 was found to be the poorest gel former, as it formed very weak gels that
precipitated at higher concentrations, likely due to the large hydrophobic content in this sample.
All other samples formed gels above a minimum concentration and increased in stiffness (G',
storage modulus) at higher concentrations, following trends similar to previously studied DCH.20
The use of oNB-L-lysine in the hydrophobic segments was found to increase stiffness of the gels
at a specific concentration relative to samples incorporating L-leucine, likely due to the rigidity
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and large dipoles of the oNB groups. This trend can be seen in Figure 3.4 by comparison of G'
values for K180KoNBn and K180(KoNB/L)n samples of identical x and concentration. Overall, these
data show that poly(oNB-L-lysine) is capable of replacing poly(L-leucine) as the hydrophobic
component in preparation of DCH, and provides hydrogels with increased stiffness compared to
leucine-containing analogs.
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Figure 3.4 Rheology of copolypeptide hydrogels. (A) Storage modulus, G' (Pa), and (B) loss
modulus, G" (Pa), for hydrogels of different compositions and concentrations (m/v). All G' and
G" values measured at 1 Hz.
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Sample
K180KoNB20
K180KoNB30
K180KoNB40
K180(KoNB/L)20
K180(KoNB/L)30

Concentration (%, m/v)
0.5
1
2
3
a
N/A
76±5.5 270±7.2 540±25
48±2.5 158±33 363±20 674±31
N/Aa
N/Aa
38±1.5
N/Ab
N/Aa
N/Aa
55±4.6 313±48
a
N/A
71±12 256±38 482±11

Table 3.4 Storage moduli of diblock copolypeptide hydrogels. Storage modulus, G' (Pa),
measured at 1 Hz for block copolypeptide hydrogels prepared in DI water containing 1
equivalent of semicarbazide hydrochloride per oNB group.a Sample is below its gelation
concentration. b Sample precipitates.

Sample
K180KoNB20
K180KoNB30
K180KoNB40
K180(KoNB/L)20
K180(KoNB/L)30

Concentration (%, m/v)
0.5
1
2
3
a
N/A
23±4.6
69±3
112±1.2
5.3±0.6 37±2.5 104±5.0 203±16
N/Aa
N/Ab
N/Aa
11±2.0
N/Aa
N/Aa
8.7±3.2 62±2.6
N/Aa
10±1.0 77±10
91±4.9

Table 3.5 Loss moduli of diblock copolypeptide hydrogels. Loss modulus, G'' (Pa), measured at
1 Hz for block copolypeptide hydrogels prepared in DI water containing 1 equivalent of
semicarbazide hydrochloride per oNB group. a Sample is below its gelation concentration. b
Sample precipitates.
With hydrogel forming samples in hand, we next studied the photoresponsive properties
of these materials. We used K180KoNB30 for these experiments as it forms relatively stiff,
transparent hydrogels at low concentrations. Samples of 2 wt% hydrogel of K180KoNB30 in 5 to 20
mM semicarbazide hydrochloride (1 eq per oNB-lysine, o-nitrosobenzaldehyde scavenger) in
Milli-Q H2O were irradiated for different times ranging from 0 to 30 minutes. The samples were
then analyzed by 1H NMR to determine extent of oNB-L-lysine deprotection, as well as creep
compliance to evaluate hydrogel degradation (Figure 3.5). Compliance measurements showed
significant loss of elasticity and decrease in viscosity even at very short irradiation times, while
NMR analysis showed that deprotection of oNB-L-lysine groups also occurred quickly and were
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complete at ca. 15 min. The rapid photodegradation of these samples is encouraging for
applications and is due to the high irradiation intensity (I0 = 125 mW/cm2, 365 nm) used in this
study. A series of photodeprotection experiments showed that deprotection, and hence hydrogel
degradation, could be controlled and slowed significantly by variation of irradiation intensity
(Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.5 Effects of irradiation (I0 = 125 mW/cm2) on a 2 wt% hydrogel of K180KoNB30 in MilliQ water. (A) Compliance, J (Pa-1), vs. irradiation time t (s) as determined by measurement of
creep compliance after different durations of hydrogel irradiation. (B) Percent deprotection of
oNB-L-lysine residues as determined by 1H NMR integrations (blue); and change in viscosity h
(Pa-s, red, secondary axis) as determined from data of compliance vs. irradiation time.
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Figure 3.6 Effect of irradiation intensity (I0) on percent deprotection of oNB-L-lysine residues in
a 2 wt% hydrogel of K180KoNB30 in DI water.
To demonstrate the potential utility of these photodegradable hydrogels, we separately
entrapped water soluble, anionic blue and red dyes into 2 wt% K180KoNB30 hydrogels. Since the
dyes were anionic, they were expected to complex the cationic poly(L-lysine) segments of the
gels and only slowly diffuse from the gels.22 Red and blue dyed gels were placed in contact, and
then allowed to stand for 48 hours, either with or without irradiation (Figure 3.7). In the control
sample with no irradiation, only minimal dye diffusion across the red/blue interface was
observed, which showed good dye entrapment within the hydrogels. In the sample irradiated for
5 min, complete mixing of dye was observed after incubation due to the resulting low viscosity
liquid environment. These results highlight the potential to entrap molecules within these
hydrogels, and then trigger release of the molecules into a liquid environment by application of
light.
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Figure 3.7 Coalescence of different colored hydrogel samples with or without irradiation. (A)
Blue and red dye containing 2 wt% K180KoNB30 hydrogel samples (thickness = ca. 2 mm) placed
in contact without irradiation and allowed to stand for 48 h. (B) Same mixed hydrogel sample as
in A, but irradiated (I0 = 125 mW/cm2) for 5 minutes, and then let stand for 48 h.
3.4 Conclusion
In summary, we have reported the synthesis of a new photoresponsive lysine NCA
monomer, oNB-Lys NCA, which was used to prepare photodegradable block copolypeptide
hydrogels. In these materials, the oNB-lysine residues were found to be excellent surrogates for
the hydrophobic residues typically used to drive hydrogel assembly, thus adding functionality
without adversely altering self-assembly characteristics. UV irradiation of these new hydrogels
can give complete removal of oNB groups leading to conversion to water soluble poly(L-lysine)
products and hydrogel degradation. We plan to explore applications of these materials for
phototriggered release of active molecules in biological settings.
This work was supported by the NSF under award MSN 1412367. We thank Professor
Pirouz Kavehpour and Kelly Connelly for access to equipment and assistance with rheology
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measurements. We thank Professor Andrea Kasko, Samuel Norris, and Elli Käpylä for access to
equipment and assistance with photodegradation experiments.
3.5 Experimental

3.5.1 Materials and Methods
Ambient temperature reactions were performed at ca. 22 °C. Hexanes and THF were degassed by
sparging with N2, then dried by passing through alumina columns. All other solvents were used
as received from Fisher Scientific. Brilliant Blue FCF and Allura Red CN solutions were
obtained from The Kroger Co. (Cincinnati, OH) and concentrations of solutions were calibrated
by UV/Vis spectroscopy. Dialysis was performed using deionized water (18.2 MΩ-cm) prepared
by passing in-house deionized water through a Millipore Milli-Q Biocel A10 unit, and
regenerated cellulose dialysis tubing was obtained from Spectrum Labs (Rancho Dominguez,
CA). For other experiments, in-house deionized water was used. NMR spectra were recorded on
a Bruker AV400 instrument with chemical shifts reported relative to the solvent signal. UV/Vis
spectroscopy was conducted using an Agilent/HP diode-array 8453 UV-Visible
spectrophotometer. Tandem gel permeation chromatography/light scattering (GPC/LS) was
performed on an SSI Accuflow Series III liquid chromatograph pump equipped with Wyatt
DAWN EOS LS and Optilab rEX refractive index (RI) detectors. Separations were achieved
using xStream H2O 500 Å Jordi Labs 5 µm mixed bed column with 0.5 wt% potassium
trifluoroacetate in HFiP as the eluent at 60 °C. All GPC/LS samples were prepared at
concentrations of 5 mg mL-1.
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3.5.2 Experimental Procedures

Ne-Carboxybenzyl-L-lysine-N-carboxyanhydride (Cbz-Lys NCA) Prepared by a previously
reported procedure.30

o-Nitrobenzyl chloroformate. o-Nitrobenzyl alcohol (3.5 g, 0.023 mol) was dissolved in anh.
THF (100 mL), and then a 15% phosgene in toluene solution (33 mL, 0.046 mmol, 1.4 M) was
added. Caution! Phosgene is extremely hazardous and all manipulations must be performed in
a well-ventilated chemical fume hood with proper personal protection and necessary
precautions taken to avoid exposure. The reaction was stirred for 16h at room temperature
under N2. The reaction was concentrated under vacuum. The product was obtained in
quantitative yield and used without further purification. NMR analysis was consistent with the
reported compound.26 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C): δ 8.19 (d, 1H), 7.74-7.53 (m, 3H),
5.76 (s, 2H).

Na-(tert-butyloxycarbonyl)-Ne-(o-nitrobenzyloxycarbonyl)-L-lysine (Boc-Lys(oNB)-OH).
To a solution of potassium bicarbonate (4.7 g, 0.034 mol) in 3:1 H2O/THF (100 mL) was added
Na-(tert-butyloxycarbonyl)-L-lysine (3.5 g, 0.014 mol). The solution was immersed in an ice
bath and o-nitrobenzyl chloroformate (3.7 g, 0.017 mol) was slowly added. The reaction was
allowed to return to room temperature and then stirred for 16h. THF was removed under
vacuum. The aqueous layer was washed twice with ether, then acidifed to pH 1-2 with
concentrated HCl. The product was extracted three times with EtOAc. The organic layers were
combined and dried over MgSO4, then concentrated using rotary evaporation. The residue was
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purified by flash chromatography, with a gradient of 40% EtOAc/Hexanes containing 1%
HCOOH to 50% EtOAc/Hexanes containing 1% HCOOH. The product was obtained as a
yellow-white solid (5.0 g, 83% yield). RF = 0.33; 50% EtOAc/Hexanes with 1% HCOOH. NMR
analysis was consistent with the literature compound.26 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C): δ
8.08 (d, 1H), 7.65-7.58 (dd, 2H), 7.47 (d, 1H), 5.50 (s, 2H), 4.30 (t, 1H), 3.22 (d, 2H), 1.98-1.67
(m, 2H), 1.63-1.34 (m, 13H).

Ne-(o-nitrobenzyloxycarbonyl)-L-lysine hydrochloride (H-Lys(oNB)-OH·HCl). BocLys(oNB)-OH (5.0 g, 0.012 mol) was dissolved in 1:1 TFA/DCM (50 mL). The reaction was
stirred for 16h at room temperature. The reaction was then concentrated under vacuum and the
residue was dissolved in 25 mL THF. Anh. HCl (1.2 M) in diethyl ether31 was added slowly to
the solution until precipitation ceased (30 mL), then diluted further by adding an equal volume of
diethyl ether (30 mL). The supernatant was decanted and the remaining solid was washed three
times with ether, and then dried under vacuum. The deprotected amino acid was recovered as a
white solid (4.2 g, 99% yield). NMR analysis was consistent with the literature compound.27
1

H NMR (400 MHz, D2O, 25 °C): δ 8.16 (d, 1H), 7.83-7.58 (m, 2H), 5.48 (s, 2H), 3.94 (t, 1H),

3.18 (2H, t), 2.11-1.83 (m, 2H), 1.61-1.39 (m, 4H).

Ne-(o-nitrobenzyloxycarbonyl)-L-lysine-N-carboxyanhydride (oNB-Lys NCA). In a Schlenk
flask, H-Lys(oNB)-OH·HCl (4.2 g, 0.012 mol) was dispersed in anh. THF (150 mL), and then a
15% phosgene in toluene solution (17 mL, 0.024 mol, 1.4 M) was added. Caution! Phosgene is
extremely hazardous and all manipulations must be performed in a well-ventilated chemical
fume hood with proper personal protection and necessary precautions taken to avoid
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exposure. The reaction was stirred at 45 °C under N2 for 3h, then concentrated under vacuum.
The Schlenk flask was sealed and then transferred to a dinitrogen filled glove box. The solid was
dissolved in minimal THF (10 mL) and precipitated into hexanes (200 mL). This was repeated an
additional two times. The product was recovered as a white solid (3.3 g, 81% yield). 1H NMR
(400 MHz, CD3CN, 25 °C): δ 8.06 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 2H), 7.72 (t, J = 7.6, 1H), 7.64 (d, J = 7.6,
1H), 7.53 (t, J = 7.6, 1H), 6.89 (br s, NH), 5.84 (br s, NH), 5.39 (s, 2H), 4.32 (t, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H),
3.11 (q, J = 6.2, 2H), 1.91-1.70 (m, 2H), 1.60-1.32 (m, 4H); 13C NMR (100 MHz, CD3CN, 25
°C): δ 172.0, 156.9, 152.8, 148.4, 134.8, 134.1, 129.6, 129.5, 125.6, 63.4, 58.3, 41.0, 31.7, 29.7,
22.5. FTIR (THF): 1858, 1790, 1732, 1530, 1346 cm-1. ESI-MS m/z = 350.1109 M- (calcd
350.0988 for C15H16N3O7).

Representative synthesis of K180(KoNB)x block copolypeptides: K180(KoNB)30. Adapted from a
previously reported procedure.30 In a dinitrogen-filled glovebox, Cbz-Lys NCA (300 mg, 0.98
mmol) was dissolved in anh. THF (50 mg/mL). To the stirred solution was added (PMe3)4Co
(0.41 mL of a 50 mM solution in THF) via syringe. After 2h, an aliquot (20 µL) was removed
and FTIR analysis confirmed that all of the NCA had been consumed. Another aliquot (0.10 mL)
of the polymerization solution was removed and reacted with mPEG44-NCO (50 µL, 3.0 eq per
Co, 40 mg/mL in THF) to yield end-capped polymer for molecular weight analysis by 1H NMR.
From the remaining polymerization reaction mixture, a sample (6.3 mL, 0.96 mmol Z-Lys
residues) was removed, and to this was added oNB-Lys NCA (1.1 mL, 0.16 mmol, 50 mg/mL in
THF). After complete consumption of the second NCA was confirmed by FTIR, the reaction
mixture was removed from the glove box and the copolymer was precipitated into H2O (10 mL),
washed 3X with H2O (15 mL), and then isolated by lyophilization. The copolypeptide was then
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dissolved in TFA (6.0 mL) and to this was added 33% HBr in acetic acid (0.50 mL, 2.9 mmol, 3
eq per Z-Lys residue). The reaction was stirred for 1.25 h at room temperature and then the
copolymer was precipitated with diethyl ether (10 mL) and washed 3X with ether (15 mL). The
solid was resuspended in H2O (5 mL), then transferred to 2000 MWCO dialysis tubing and
dialyzed against 3 mM HCl (24 h), then water (48 h), with 4 dialysate changes daily. The sample
was then lyophilized to dryness to obtain the product copolypeptide (210 mg, 96% yield). 1H
NMR in TFA-d indicated greater than 98-99% deprotection of Z groups, and no loss of oNB
groups. 1H NMR (400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 8.14 (d, 1H), 7.79-7.54 (m, 3H), 5.60 (s, 2H), 4.71
(s, α H), 3.32 (br t, 2H), 2.19-1.48 (br m, 9H), 0.98 (br d, 6H).

Representative synthesis of K180(KoNB0.5/L0.5)x block copolypeptides: K180(KoNB0.5/L0.5)20. The
procedure followed was similar to the synthesis of K180(KoNB)x copolymers. For the second NCA
addition, oNB-Lys NCA (0.053 mmol) and Leu NCA (0.053 mmol) were dissolved in THF (50
mg/mL) and combined in equimolar amounts (0.37 mL and 0.17 mL, respectively) and added to
the polymerization mixture via syringe. 1H NMR (400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 8.14 (d, 1H),
7.79-7.54 (m, 3H), 5.60 (s, 2H), 4.71 (s, α H), 3.32 (br t, 2H), 2.19-1.48 (br m, 6H).

Sample Hydrogel Formation. The desired amount of lyophilized copolypeptide was weighed
out in a 1-dram glass vial. To this solid was added a solution of semicarbazide hydrochloride in
Milli-Q H2O (100 mM, 1 eq per o-nitrobenzyloxycarbonyl group). An additional volume of
Milli-Q H2O was then added to achieve the desired final copolypeptide concentration, and the
sample was allowed to form a hydrogel by standing for 16 h. For colored gels, 0.015 mg/mL
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solutions of dye (Brilliant Blue FCF or Allura Red CN) were used to obtain desired hydrogel
concentrations.

Irradiation of Hydrogels. All irradiation studies were performed using an Omnicure 1000 lamp
with a 365 nm filter. Hydrogels were exposed to light (λ = 365 nm and I0 = 125 mW/cm2, unless
otherwise stated) for desired periods of time. Rheology measurements were taken on samples
immediately after irradiation. To quantify deprotection of the o-nitrobenzyloxycarbonyl groups,
irradiated samples were transferred to 2000 MWCO dialysis tubing and dialyzed against H2O for
24 h (six H2O changes), and then lyophilized to dryness before analysis by 1H NMR.

Oscillatory Rheology. Dynamic rheology analyses were conducted on a TA Instruments AR
2000 rheometer using an 8 mm diameter parallel plate geometry with 220 grit adhesive
sandpaper affixed to both top and bottom plates to prevent slippage at the interfaces. Oscillatory
strain amplitude sweeps (γ = 0 to 500 %) were conducted at fixed frequency (ω = 6.3 rad/s) to
establish the linear regime. Then, oscillatory frequency sweeps (ω = 0.10 - 100 rad/s) were
conducted in triplicate to measure G' (storage modulus) and G" (loss modulus). Samples were
allowed to rest for several minutes between analyses to allow for any sample recovery.

Creep compliance measurements on Irradiated Hydrogels. Creep tests were performed on a
TA Instruments AR 2000 rheometer using a probe geometry configuration (l = 7 mm, r = 0.86
mm). Hydrogels and irradiated samples were transferred to a 96-well plate with flat bottom
wells for analysis. Creep measurements were taken at 0.50 µN for 120 s, with data collected
every 1 s.
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Chapter 4: Versatile Sulfonium-Based Diblock Copolypeptide Hydrogels
This work was done in collaboration with Dr. Eric G. Gharakhanian who provided all NCAs and
non-commercial small molecules.
4.1 Abstract
A series of new hydrogel forming diblock copolypeptides has been synthesized using
thioether-containing NCAs that can be functionalized post polymerization with a variety of
alkylating agents. These copolymer materials demonstrated tolerance to a range of functionality
without loss of viscoelastic properties. Additionally, gel stiffness was modulated through
adjustment of hydrophobic segment length and polymer concentration in solution. These
materials showed excellent recovery after deformation and were stable in the presence of 25 mM
NaCl. Hydrogel forming samples were also be obtained when mixtures of alkylating agents were
used, giving another parameter with which to manipulate gel properties. Finally, incorporation of
azide moieties allowed further functionalization of these scaffolds using CuAAC with retention
of structural properties.

4.2 Introduction
Previous work from the Deming group has demonstrated the facile post-polymerization
modification of poly(L-methionine) using a variety of alkylating agents.1,2 These reactions allow
for the conversion of an a-helical, hydrophobic polymer precursor into a variety of functional
hydrophilic, conformationally disordered poly(L-methionine sulfonium) ((R-M)x) derivatives.
Furthermore, the diversity of potential alkylating agents allows the incorporation of a large
variety of functional groups. The incorporation of functional poly(L-methionine sulfonium)s as
disordered segments in block copolymers has been beneficial for the self-assembly of vesicles
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and micelles.3,4 Despite ongoing investigations, application of methionine sulfonium chemistry
to the formation of diblock copolypeptide hydrogels has not succeeded in yielding robust
materials that can self-assemble at low concentration (2-3 wt%) as seen with poly(L-lysine) and
poly(L-glutamate) based diblock copolypeptide materials.5-9 Recently, several unnatural
thioether-containing amino acid NCAs have been prepared by Dr. Eric Gharakhanian, including
the methionine analogues homomethionine (MetH) and 2-amino-6-(methylthio)caproic acid
(Amc)10 (Figure 4.1). Once incorporated into polypeptides, these new residues can be
functionalized through their thioether moieties using the aforementioned post-polymerization
functionalization reactions initially developed for methionine.1,2
O
O

O
O

NH

O

O

O

NH

O

S

Met NCA

O

NH

S
MetH NCA

S
Amc NCA

Figure 4.1 L-Methionine (Met) NCA and its analogues, L-homomethionine (MetH) and L-2amino-6-(methylthio)caproic acid (Amc) NCAs.

4.3 Results and Discussion
To analyze how these new NCAs affect copolypeptide self-assembly behavior, a library of
diblock copolypeptides was synthesized using methionine analogues as precursors to hydrophilic
blocks and L-leucine (L) as residues for the hydrophobic blocks: MH180L20, MH180L30, MH2180L20
and MH2180L30 (Figure 4.2, Table 4.1). Previous hydrogel-forming copolypeptide compositions5-9
from the Deming lab were used to design these block lengths. As a control copolymer, M180L30
was also synthesized. Polymerizations were conducted using Co(PMe3)4 and found to proceed
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with high monomer conversion, giving copolymers with good molecular weight control and low
polydispersity (Table 4.1).
O
O

O

i. Co(PMe3)4

NH

ii. Leu NCA

H
N
180

O

O

m

m

S

N
H 20 or 30

m=0
m=1
m=2

Met
MetH
Amc

S

Figure 4.2 Scheme for the synthesis of thioether-containing diblock copolypeptides.
Sample
M180L30
MH180L20
MH180L30
MH2180L20
MH2180L30

DP (Parent block)a
179
180
181
181
180

Mw/Mnb
1.20
1.08
1.16
1.16
1.13

Compositionc
M179L30
MH180L22
MH181L32
MH2181L23
MH2180L33

Yield (%)d
87
97
89
92
91

Table 4.1 Copolymerization data for diblock copolypeptide synthesis. a DP (degree of
polymerization) of initial segment, determined by end-group analysis using 1H NMR.1
b
Polydispersity index of parent block as determined by GPC/LS. c Relative amino acid
compositions of block copolypeptides determined by 1H NMR integrations. d Total isolated
yields of purified block copolypeptides.
The thioether residues of these diblocks were alkylated using epoxide alkylation
methodology.2 A variety of functional epoxides were used (Figure 4.3), including groups from
hydrophobic benzyl to hydrophilic triethylene glycol monomethyl ether (EG3OMe), to generate
block copolymers with a range of properties. The derivatized and purified copolymers were
assembled in DI water at 3 wt%. Hydrogel properties were analyzed using rheology. As expected
from prior work in the Deming lab, poly(alkyl L-methionine)180-b-poly(L-leucine)30, ((RM)180L30) derivatives formed free-flowing liquids at 3 wt% and did not form viscoelastic
hydrogels. With the exception of (R-MH2)180L20, which only showed viscoelastic properties when
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R = EG3OMe, all other diblock copolymers were found to form clear hydrogels with both
hydrophobic and hydrophilic R groups at concentrations as low as 3 wt% (Figure 4.4, Figure
4.5). Similar to other diblock copolypeptide hydrogels, the gel properties were found to be
tunable by varying the length of the hydrophobic block: longer L segments gave stiffer gels as
determined by measured storage modulus (G') (Figure 4.4). Interestingly, the R = EG3OMe
derivatives formed the stiffest gels in all cases. Overall polymer concentration was also adjusted
to vary hydrogel stiffness; (nBu-MH)180L30 and (EG3OMe-MH)180L30 were analyzed from 3 to 6
wt% (Figure 4.6) and found to possess increased stiffness as polymer concentration increased.

O

O

O

H
N

N
Hn

180

O

m

R
AcOH, 37 oC

S

H
N
180

O

Cl

m

S

N
Hn
R
OH

m=0
m=1
m=2

M
MH
MH2

O
R=

Me

O

O

O

O

O
O
3

N3

n = 20 or 30

Figure 4.3 Scheme for the preparation of sulfonium-containing diblock copolypeptides.
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Figure 4.4 Rheology data for 3 wt% (R-MH)180Ln when n = 20 or 30. Average value of triplicate
runs at 1 Hz and 10% strain. (A) Storage modulus, G'(Pa), of (R-MH)180L20 (blue) and (RMH)180L30 (black). (B) Loss modulus, G"(Pa), of (R-MH)180L20 (light blue) and (R-MH)180L30
(gray).
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Figure 4.5 Rheology data for 3 wt% (R-MH)180L30 and (R-MH2)180L30. Average value of triplicate
runs at 1 Hz and 10% strain. (A) Storage modulus, G'(Pa), of (R-MH)180L30 (black) and (RMH2)180L30 (green). (B) Loss modulus, G"(Pa), of (R-MH)180L30 (gray) and (R- MH2)180L30 (light
green).
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Figure 4.6 Rheology data for 3-6 wt% (R-MH)180L30 when R = nBu or EG3OMe. Average value
of triplicate runs at 1 Hz and 10% strain. (A) Storage modulus, G'(Pa), when R = nBu (red) and
R = EG3OMe (blue). (B) Loss modulus, G"(Pa), when R = nBu (light red) and R = EG3OMe
(light blue).
The salt stability7 of these hydrogels was compared to that of 3 wt% K180L30 (Table 4.2), a
previous hydrogel formulation developed in the Deming lab. K180L30, (EG3OMe-MH)180L30 and
(EG3OMe-MH2)180L30 were self-assembled in 25 mM NaCl at 3 wt% and rheology was used to
compare the gel properties. An overall decrease in the storage modulus (G") was seen in all
cases, but viscoelastic behavior was retained. Recovery of elastic properties5,8 for (EG3OMeMH)180L30 was also analyzed (Figure 4.7). This was done by alternating, at a fixed frequency (w
= 6.3 rad/s), between high strain (g0 = 500%), which breaks down the gel network, and lower
strain (g0 =10%), which allows the network to recover. The hydrogel’s viscoelastic properties
were shown to recover without hysteresis after two cycles.

DI Water
K180L30
H
(EG3-M )180L30
H2
(EG3-M )180L30

G' (Pa)
1423
321
222

G'/G''
1.9
2.2
2.0

25 mM NaCl
G' (Pa)
797
115
71

G'/G''
1.8
1.8
1.8

Table 4.2 Rheology data for 3 wt% diblock copolypeptide hydrogels (K180L30, (EG3OMeMH)180L30 and (EG3OMe-MH2)180L30) assembled in neat water vs. 25 mM NaCl.
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G'(Pa) [closed], G'' (Pa) [open]

103
102
101
100
10-1
10-2
10-3
0

500

time (s)

Figure 4.7 Storage modulus G'(Pa) and loss modulus G″(Pa) as functions of time for 3 wt%
(EG3-MH)180L30. For the first 250 s, the gel is broken down at γo = 500% and ω = 6.3 rad/s, then
allowed to recover for 250 s at γo = 10% and ω = 6.3 rad/s. This was repeated once to
demonstrate gel recovery after substantial deformation.
As demonstrated in previous work2,11, epoxide alkylation reactions on the thioether groups in
these polymers allows for introduction of functionality. While initial tests were done with
uniformly-modified chain segments, this reaction also lends itself to randomized incorporation of
different functionalities on individual chains.11 To further demonstrate the versatility of these
sulfonium systems, MH180L30 was alkylated with varying ratios of epoxides bearing different
substituents: R1 = EG3OMe and R2 = nBu. Since n-butyl glycidyl ether has a faster alkylation
rate compared to the EG3OMe derivative, optimization of the alkylation conditions was
performed to obtain final ratios of EG3OMe to nBu of 9:1, 6:1, 3:1, 1:1, and 1:3 in the products
(Table 4.3). Rheology of these self-assembled polymers showed that increasing amounts of nBu
resulted in decreasing gel stiffness (Figure 4.8). Such mixing of alkylating agents may be a
useful way to adjust both functionality and the gel properties in these hydrogels.
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EG3:nBu
9:1
6:1
3:1
1:1
1:3

Feeda
98
92
82
62
45

Foundb
90
82
72
48
29

Yieldc
95
98
99
84
99

Table 4.3. Data of MH180L30 samples alkylated using epoxide mixtures with various ratios of
EG3:nBu functionality. a % EG3 as percentage of total epoxide mixture used in alkylation
reaction. b % EG3 alkylation in product copolymer as determined by 1H NMR integrations. c
Total isolated yields of purified block copolypeptides.
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Figure 4.8 Rheology data for 3 wt% MH180L30 alkylated with various molar ratios of epoxides
containing R1 = EG3OMe to R2 = nBu. Values are averages of triplicate runs at 1 Hz and 10%
strain. (A) Storage modulus, G'(Pa), and (B) Loss modulus, G"(Pa). EG3 = 100% modification
with this epoxide. nBu = 100% modification with this epoxide.
To illustrate the broader utility of these sulfonium-based hydrogels, glycidyl azide was also
used to alkylate the copolymers in an effort to show the possibility of further functionalization.
Azides can undergo copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) to install
functionality such as targeting ligands and fluorescent labels under mild conditions in a
bioorthogonal fashion. An alkylation reaction of MH180L30 using a mixture of epoxides was also
performed to yield a 95:5 mol ratio of R1 = EG3OMe to R2 = N3. Employing CuAAC, alkynyl
EG3OMe was efficiently grafted onto the azide groups of the copolymer. There was no
significant change in hydrogel properties after the CuAAC reaction (Figure 4.9). Finally, an
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alkynyl fluorescein derivative was used to fluorescently label the azide containing diblock
copolymer as a proof of concept demonstration for hydrogel functionalization.
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Figure 4.9 Rheology data for (R-MH)180L30 diblock copolymer hydrogels functionalized with
95:5 EG3OMe/N3, and 95:5 EG3OMe/N3 after CuAAC with alkynyl EG3OMe.
4.4 Conclusion
A series of new hydrogel-forming diblock copolypeptides have been synthesized and
evaluated. These copolypeptides were derived from unnatural amino acids that were readily
functionalized with a variety of epoxide alkylating agents. The hydrogel networks were found to
tolerate a range of functionality without loss of viscoelastic properties. Several parameters were
manipulated and found to predictably tune gel properties: hydrophobic segment length, polymer
concentration in solution, and choice of alkylating group. Furthermore, these hydrogels have the
ability to recover after deformation and can also self-assemble in the presence of 25 mM NaCl.
Finally, azide-containing derivatives of these polymers were capable of additional
functionalization using CuAAC, allowing the facile addition of dyes and potentially other
functional moieties.
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4.5 Experimental

4.5.1 Materials and Methods
Ambient temperature reactions were performed at ca. 22 °C. Hexanes and THF were degassed
by sparging with N2, then dried by passing through alumina columns. All other solvents were
used as received from Fisher Scientific. Dialysis was performed using deionized water (18.2
MΩ-cm) prepared by passing in-house deionized water through a Millipore Milli-Q Biocel A10
unit, and regenerated cellulose dialysis tubing was obtained from Spectrum Labs (Rancho
Dominguez, CA). For other experiments, in-house deionized water was used. NMR spectra were
recorded on a Bruker AV400 instrument with chemical shifts reported relative to the solvent
signal. Tandem gel permeation chromatography/light scattering (GPC/LS) was performed on an
SSI Accuflow Series III liquid chromatograph pump equipped with Wyatt DAWN EOS LS and
Optilab rEX refractive index (RI) detectors. Separations were achieved using xStream H2O 500
Å Jordi Labs 5 µm mixed bed column with 0.5 wt% potassium trifluoroacetate in HFiP as the
eluent at 60 °C. All GPC/LS samples were prepared at concentrations of 5 mg mL-1. Amino acid
N-carboxyanhydrides (NCAs) 1,5,10, PEG-NCO13, and non-commercial epoxides (EG1OMe,
EG3OMe and N3)2,14 were prepared using previously described procedures.

4.5.2 Experimental Procedures

Representative synthesis of MH180Lx block copolypeptides. MH180L30. In a dinitrogen-filled
glovebox, MH NCA (400 mg, 2.1 mmol) was dissolved in anh. THF (25 mg/mL). To the stirred
solution was added (PMe3)4Co (0.80 mL of a 50 mM solution in THF) via syringe. After 2h, an
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aliquot (20 µL) was removed and FTIR analysis confirmed that all of the NCA had been
consumed. Another aliquot (0.20 mL) of the polymerization solution was removed and reacted
with mPEG44-NCO (70 µL, 3.0 eq per Co, 40 mg/mL in THF) to yield end-capped polymer for
molecular weight analysis by 1H NMR. From the remaining polymerization reaction mixture, a
sample (16.6 mL, 2.1 mmol MH residues) was removed, and to this was added Leu NCA (1.1
mL, 0.35 mmol, 50 mg/mL in THF). After complete consumption of the second NCA was
confirmed by FTIR, the reaction mixture was removed from the glove box and the copolymer
was precipitated into H2O (10 mL), washed 3X with H2O (15 mL), and then isolated by
lyophilization to obtain the product copolypeptide (310 mg, 89% yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz,
TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 4.76-4.63 (m, 1H), 2.73-2.54 (m, 2H), 2.26-2.10 (m, 3H), 2.08-1.86 (m, 2H),
1.85-1.56 (m, 5H), 1.03-0.86 (m, 6H).

Representative synthesis of MH2180Lx block copolypeptides. MH2180L30. The procedure
followed was similar to the synthesis of MH180Lx copolymers. For the parent block, Amc NCA
was used in place of MH NCA. 1H NMR (400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 4.73-4.55 (m, 1H), 2.712.51 (m, 2H), 2.25-2.06 (m, 3H), 1.99-1.77 (m, 2H), 1.76-1.61 (m, 5H), 1.60-1.41 (m, 2H), 1.020.84 (m, 6H).

Diblock copolymer alkylation. Diblock copolymers were alkylated using the previously
reported procedure.2

Mixed Alkylation Procedure. For mixed alkylations, different ratios of alkylating agents,
glycidyl n-butyl ether and EG3OMe epoxide, were tested to determine relative rates of alkylation
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arising due to steric hindrance differences. In general, alkylating agents were weighed in a vial
(0.61 mmol, 10 eq per MH total). To the epoxide mixture was added MH180L30 (10 mg, 0.061
mmol) and AcOH (0.40 mL). The reaction was stirred for 72 h at 37 °C, then transferred to 2000
MWCO dialysis tubing where it was dialyzed against 3 mM HCl(aq) for 48h, then H2O for 24h
with 3X changes daily. Polymer was isolated as a white solid by lyophilization. % EG3 was
determined by comparing the unobscured 2H resonance of nBu groups (1.65 ppm) to the 3H
resonance of MH (3.06 ppm) and subtracting from 1 and then multiplying by 100. 1H NMR
(400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 4.89-4.65 (m, 1H), 4.64-4.48 (m, 1H) 4.02-3.29 (m, 29H), 3.192.94 (m, 3H), 2.40-1.92 (m, 4H), 1.61-1.54 (m, 2H), 1.44-1.31 (m, 4H), 1.01-0.83 (m, 9H).

Synthesis of 2,5,8,11-tetraoxatetradec-13-yne. A solution of triethylene glycol monomethyl
ether (1.0 mL, 6.1 mmol) in anh. THF (30 mL) was prepared and stirred under N2. To this
solution was added NaH (60% in mineral oil, 370 mg, 9.1 mmol) and NaI (45 mg, 0.30 mmol),
then propargyl bromide (80% in toluene, 1.0 mL, 9.1 mmol). The mixture was stirred for 16h at
room temperature, then concentrated. The crude product was dispersed in water (60 mL) and
extracted into EtOAc (3 X 40 mL), then concentrated to give a yellow oil (1.04 g, 85% yield).
Spectra were in accordance with data reported in literature.15

Synthesis of 5(6)-Carboxamide-N-(propargyl)-fluorescein. 5(6)-Carboxyfluorescein (0.25 g,
0.66 mmol) was dissolved in anh. DMF (10 mL). To this solution was added anh. DIPEA (0.58
mL, 3.3 mmol) followed by propargylamine (0.13 mL, 0.11 mmol). Next, HBTU (0.38 g, 1.0
mmol) was added in one portion. The foil-wrapped reaction was stirred for 16 h, and then
concentrated in vacuo to a thick oil. This crude product was purified using column
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chromatography, 73:2:25% (EtOAc:MeOH:Hexanes). The recovered solute was triturated 3X
with H2O and then lyophilized to give a yellow solid (212 mg, 77% yield). Spectra were in
accordance with data reported in literature.16

CuAAC Conjugation Procedure. In a foil-wrapped vial, (R-MH)180L30 (R = 5:95 N3:EG3, 10
mg, 0.025 mmol), 5(6)-Carboxamide-N-(propargyl)-fluorescein (0.60 mg, 0.00014 mmol), and
sodium ascorbate (2.6 mg, 0.013 mmol) were combined in 0.50 mL H2O. In a separate vial,
CuSO4·5H2O (0.70 mg, 0.0026 mmol) and PMDTA (1.1 µL) were dissolved in 0.25 mL H2O.
Solutions were stirred under N2(g) for 1.0 h before combining in a foil-wrapped vial. The
reaction was stirred under N2(g) for 24 h, and then transferred to 2000 MWCO tubing, and was
then dialyzed against 0.50 mM disodium EDTA(aq) for 48 h, 3 mM HCl (aq) for 48 h, then
water for 24 h with 4X daily changes. The product was isolated by lyophilization as a yelloworange solid (11 mg, 98% yield).

Sample Procedure for Hydrogel Formation. The desired amount of lyophilized copolypeptide
was weighed out in a 1/2-dram glass vial. To this solid was added Milli-Q H2O to achieve the
desired final copolypeptide concentration, and the sample was allowed to stand and form a
hydrogel. All further studies were performed on hydrogels prepared at least 16 h in advance of
analysis. For the hydrogels in 25 mM NaCl, a 25 mM NaCl solution was used in lieu of neat
Milli-Q water.

Rheology. Dynamic rheology analyses were conducted on an Anton Paar Physica MCR 301
rheometer using an 8 mm diameter parallel plate geometry. Oscillatory strain amplitude sweeps
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(γ = 0 to 500 %) were conducted at fixed frequency (ω = 6.3 rad/s) to establish the linear regime.
Then, oscillatory frequency sweeps (ω = 1.0 - 100 rad/s) were conducted to measure G' (storage
modulus) and G" (loss modulus). Samples were allowed to rest for several minutes between
analyses to allow sample recovery. The recovery measurement consisted of two alternation
phases: large amplitude oscillation to break down the gel structure (γo = 500%, ω = 6.3 rad/s) for
250 s, followed by linear small-deformation oscillations to monitor recovery of mechanical
strength (γo = 10%, ω = 6.3 rad/s) for 250 s.

4.5.3 Details of Sulfonium Polymers
O

H
N
180

O

N
H 30

S

Poly(L-homomethionine)180-b-poly(L-leucine)30, MH180L30.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 4.76-4.63 (m, 1H), 2.73-2.54 (m, 2H), 2.26-2.10 (m, 3H),

2.08-1.86 (m, 2H), 1.85-1.56 (m, 5H), 1.03-0.86 (m, 6H).

O

H
N
180

O

N
H 30

S

Poly(L-2-amino-6-(methylthio)caproic acid)180-b-poly(L-leucine)30, MH2180L30.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 4.73-4.55 (m, 1H), 2.71-2.51 (m, 2H), 2.25-2.06 (m, 3H),

1.99-1.77 (m, 2H), 1.76-1.61 (m, 5H), 1.60-1.41 (m, 2H), 1.02-0.84 (m, 6H).
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Poly(S-(2-hydroxypropyl)-L-homomethionine sulfonium chloride)180-b-poly(L-leucine)30,
(Me-MH)180L30.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 4.88-4.68 (m, 1H), 4.60-4.55 (m, 1H), 3.75-3.32 (m, 4H),

3.17-2.89 (m, 3H), 2.40-1.98 (m, 4H), 1.79-1.44 (m, 9H), 1.05-0.88 (m, 6H).
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Poly(S-(2-hydroxypropyl)-L-(2-amino-6-(methylthio)caproic acid) sulfonium chloride)180-bpoly(L-leucine)30, (Me- MH2)180L30.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 4.79-4.20 (m, 2H), 3.68-3.27 (m, 4H), 3.15-2.86 (m, 3H),

2.17-1.59 (m, 9H), 1.58-1.44 (m, 3H), 1.05-0.88 (m, 6H).
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Poly(S-(3-(2-methoxyethoxy)-2-hydroxypropyl)-L-homomethionine sulfonium chloride)180b-poly(L-leucine)30, (EG1-MH)180L30.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 4.88-4.67 (m, 1H), 4.66-4.50 (m, 1H), 4.09-3.31 (m,

13H), 3.20-2.97 (m, 3H), 2.44-1.92 (m, 4H), 1.81-1.56 (m, 3H), 1.05-0.88 (m, 6H).
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Poly(S-(3-(2-methoxyethoxy)-2-hydroxypropyl)-L-(2-amino-6-(methylthio)caproic acid)
sulfonium chloride)180-b-poly(L-leucine)30, (EG1-MH2)180L30.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 4.77-4.65 (m, 1H), 4.63-4.52 (m, 1H), 4.00-3.29 (m,

13H), 3.16-2.92 (m, 3H), 2.16-2.57 (m, 9H), 1.03-0.88 (m, 6H).
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Poly(S-(2-hydroxy-4,7,10,13-tetraoxatetradecyl)-L-homomethionine sulfonium chloride)180b-poly(L-leucine)30, (EG3-MH)180L30.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 4.91-4.68 (m, 1H), 4.67-4.51 (m, 1H), 4.25-3.32 (m,

21H), 3.23-2.97 (m, 3H), 2.49-1.93 (m, 4H), 1.83-1.58 (m, 3H), 1.05-0.88 (m, 6H).
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Poly(S-(2-hydroxy-4,7,10,13-tetraoxatetradecyl)-L-(2-amino-6-(methylthio)caproic acid)
sulfonium chloride)180-b-poly(L-leucine)30, (EG1-MH2)180L30.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 4.76-4.63 (m, 1H), 4.61-4.50 (m, 1H), 4.06-3.26 (m,

21H), 3.15-2.93 (m, 3H), 2.17-1.55 (m, 9H), 1.03-0.86 (m, 6H).
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Poly(S-(3-butoxy-2-hydroxypropyl)-L-homomethionine sulfonium chloride)180-b-poly(Lleucine)30, (nBu-MH)180L30.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 4.85-4.66 (m, 1H), 4.65-4.52 (m, 1H), 3.91-3.31 (m, 8H),

3.23-2.97 (m, 3H), 2.37-1.91 (m, 4H), 1.74-1.55 (m, 5H), 1.44-0.29 (m, 2H), 1.01-0.81 (m, 9H).
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Poly(S-(3-butoxy-2-hydroxypropyl)-L-(2-amino-6-(methylthio)caproic acid) sulfonium
chloride)180-b-poly(L-leucine)30, (nBu-MH2)180L30.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 4.79-4.56 (m, 2H), 3.95-3.31 (m, 8H), 3.17-2.98 (m, 3H),

2.15-1.56 (m, 11H), 1.47-1.33 (m, 2H), 1.05-0.87 (m, 9H).
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Poly(S-(3-tert-butoxy-2-hydroxypropyl)-L-homomethionine sulfonium chloride)180-bpoly(L-leucine)30, (tBu-MH)180L30.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 4.89-4.65 (m, 1H), 4.64-4.46 (m, 1H), 4.17-3.88 (m, 2H),

3.87-3.33 (m, 4H), 3.17-2.96 (m, 3H), 2.41-1.95 (m, 4H), 1.81-1.47 (m, 12H), 1.03-0.85 (m, 6H).
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Poly(S-(3-tert-butoxy-2-hydroxypropyl)-L-(2-amino-6-(methylthio)caproic acid) sulfonium
chloride)180-b-poly(L-leucine)30, (tBu-MH2)180L30.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 4.80-4.60 (m, 1H), 4.60-4.45 (m, 1H), 4.17-3.89 (m, 2H),

3.82-3.3.27 (br m, 4H), 3.12-2.95 (m, 3H), 2.15-1.48 (m, 18 H), 1.03-0.85 (m, 6H).
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Poly(S-(3-benzyloxy-2-hydroxypropyl)-L-homomethionine sulfonium chloride)180-b-poly(Lleucine)30, (Bn-MH)180L30.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 7.57-7.25 (m, 5H), 4.97-4.71 (m, 3H), 4.71-4.49 (m, 1H),

4.02-3.33 (m, 6H), 3.21-2.89 (m, 3 H), 2.46-1.98 (m, 4H), 1.89-1.63 (m, 3H), 1.11-0.87 (m, 6H).
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Poly(S-(3-benzyloxy-2-hydroxypropyl)-L-(2-amino-6-(methylthio)caproic acid) sulfonium
chloride)180-b-poly(L-leucine)30, (Bn-MH2)180L30.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 7.51-7.25 (m, 5H), 4.85-4.67 (m 3H), 4.66-4.50 (m, 1H),

3.95-3.75 (m, 2H), 3.74-3.24 (m, 4H), 3.14-2.88 (m, 3H), 2.15-1.57 (m, 9H), 1.09-0.87 (m, 6H).
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Poly(S-(3-azido-2-hydroxypropyl)-L-homomethionine sulfonium chloride)180-b-poly(Lleucine)30, (N3-MH)180L30.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 4.88-4.63 (m, 1H), 4.63-4.42 (m, 1H), 3.85-3.30 (m, 6H),

3.17-2.96 (m, 3H), 2.37-1.92 (m, 4H), 1.79-1.53 (m, 3H), 1.03-0.85 (m, 6H).
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Poly(S-(3- azido-2-hydroxypropyl)-L-(2-amino-6-(methylthio)caproic acid) sulfonium
chloride)180-b-poly(L-leucine)30, (N3-MH2)180L30.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, TFA-d, 25 °C): δ 4.78-4.59 (m, 1H), 4.58-4.43 (m, 1H), 3.79-3.26 (m, 6H),

3.14-2.87 (m, 2H), 2.20-1.50 (m, 9H), 1.03-0.85 (m, 6H).
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